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Charlotte Mew (1869-1928) 

The Call 
  
From our low seat beside the fire 

Where we have dozed and dreamed and watched the glow 
    Or raked the ashes, stopping so 
We scarcely saw the sun or rain 

Above, or looked much higher 
Than this same quiet red or burned-out fire. 

Tonight we heard a call, 
A rattle on the window pane, 
A voice on the sharp air, 

And felt a breath stirring our hair, 
A flame within us: Something swift and tall 
Swept in and out and that was all. 

Was it a bright or a dark angel? Who can know? 
It left no mark upon the snow, 

But suddenly it snapped the chain 
Unbarred, flung wide the door 
Which will not shut again; 

And so we cannot sit here any more. 
     We must arise and go: 
The world is cold without 
And dark and hedged about 

                          With mystery and enmity and doubt, 
      But we must go 

Though yet we do not know 
     Who called, or what marks we shall leave upon the snow. 
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Abhyuday Gupta 
 
Bildungsroman 
 
When I was a child my greatest worry 
about growing up was chest hair. 
 
I was scared that they would dance 
like unruly monsters 
and threaten to out me 
as a man. 
 
When I heard about puberty 
I did not ask for a deeper voice 
or bushy calves but just about anything 
else to validate my existence.  
 
In the life before this 
I never made it to adulthood. 
The story planed out till I soaked it in my bones 
and told myself I’d make it through this time. 
 
Growing up is like the ache 
of the attic floor which squeaks 
at the slightest touch 
and dissolves into a wallflower to  
apologize for its insolence. 
 
some days I am the attic floor. 
 
On other days  
I regret that I made it this time.   
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Kamilah Aisha Moon 
 
After Surgery: Riding in My Body With Others in Theirs 
 
All afternoon I pleased myself. 
To hell with work, I needed to know 
that I still work, pleasure 
still possible.  My body able to say 
yes after trauma, sigh into itself 
without deep revolt, passion 
without reprisal.  Took matters 
into my own smooth, hungry hands. 
Praise God I have some control;  
the saving grace of a room 
in a rented apartment, 
the shield of a plywood door. 
 
* 
 
The old woman did not have that same grace 
tonight, subway car bench 
turned bed.  Our commuter eyes 
bays that her robust wave of urine 
rushed toward, cascading across the long seat--- 
a putrid falls that doused bags & feet 
not fast enough to move in time. 
 
We scrambled as if it were acid. 
Aghast, anxious laughter & the rueful  
shaking of heads as if we knew 
something about being human 
that she didn’t. 
 
What could she do but slump 
into damp, uneasy slumber? 
Everyone rattling along, jerking 
 
with each start & stop— 
the involuntary, inevitable tributaries 
splitting off to chase 
each of us down. 
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BY C. P. CAVAFY 
 
In the Same Space 
TRANSLATED BY EDMUND KEELEY 
 
The setting of houses, cafés, the neighborhood 
that I’ve seen and walked through years on end: 

 
I created you while I was happy, while I was sad, 
with so many incidents, so many details. 

 
And, for me, the whole of you has been transformed into feeling. 
 
 
In the Same Space 
TRANSLATED BY RAE DALVEN 
 
The surroundings of the house, centers, neighborhoods 
which I see and where I walk; for years and years. 
 
I have created you in joy and sorrows: 
Out of so many circumstances, out of so many things. 
 
You have become all feeling for me.  
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C. P. CAVAFY 
 
 
Che Fece ... Il Gran Rifiuto 
TRANSLATED BY EDMUND KEELEY 
 
For some people the day comes 
when they have to declare the great Yes 
or the great No. It’s clear at once who has the Yes 
ready within him; and saying it, 

 
he goes from honor to honor, strong in his conviction. 
He who refuses does not repent. Asked again, 
he’d still say no. Yet that no—the right no— 
drags him down all his life. 
 
 
Che Fece ... Il Gran Rifiuto 
TRANSLATED BY RAE DALVEN 
 
To certain people there comes a day  
when they must say the great Yes or the great No.  
He who has the Yes ready within him 
reveals himself at once, and saying it he crosses over 
 
to the path of honor and his own conviction. 
He who refuses does not repent.  Should he be asked again, 
he would say No again.  And yet that No— 
the right No—crushes him for the rest of his life.  
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James Broughton  
 
Sunburn Serenade 
 
Basking in the sunbath of your libido 
my epidermis can’t tell night from day 
Winds whistle through my urethra 
my pressure points bulge and quiver 
my public hairs stand on end 
I get out of breath trying to sit still  
 
Can’t we move to a neighborhood of lovers 
slip out of our blistered skins 
fill the house with ragas and Clicquot 
and make a habit of mutual excess? 
We have enough heating equipment 
to furnish every room with astonishment.  
 
 
 
July 10th, from The Androgyne Journals: 
 

I believe everything is changing: my body, my thinking, my sexuality, my 
feelings, my view of the world.  Does it show?   
 Sometimes in the dining room I wonder if guests can behold in my face any 
telltale evidence of my secrets.  But no one looks twice, no one wants to see.  They are 
preoccupied with their own fantasies or with being unpleasant to one another. 
 Why do men betray one another, plot against one another, kill one another? 
Why do they kill rather than embrace?  Wouldn’t they enjoy loving one another?  I 
suppose not.  Men fear too much, fear their instincts.  Fear a surrender to their 
feelings.  Fear loving themselves in others and loving others in themselves.  Fear loving 
their true gods.  Fear loving their own androgynes. 
 Have men always been terrified of their true nature?  Is all history a record of 
their denials of themselves? 
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CHRISTOPHER SOTO 

  
 

[SOMEWHERE IN LOS ANGELES] THIS POEM IS NEEDED 
 

  

She charges her ankle bracelet // from the kitchen chair 

            & Sunflowers in the white wallpaper [begin to wilt]. 

  

I wilt with them // before my sister // & her probation 

            Officer [who comes over to the house unannounced]. 

  

Just as we are // preparing dinner // & what are we supposed to 

            Do now. Cook for him?! Invite him to eat with us?? 

  

  

  

I am hacking the heads [from broccoli stems] & pretending 

            His body is spread across the cutting board. [Ugh]. 

  

This officer keeps talking nonsense & nudging his eyes around 

            The apartment. Looking for—drugs, alcohol 

  

Alchemy. My sister waits for him to leave & then begins to rant. 

            Ramble about // her childhood // & how she used to be 

  

[Before house arrest]. The confines of these plastered walls 

            & Her monitored route to work // where 
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Every corner has a cop [coddling a liquor store]. Protecting their 

            Notion of freedom. // My neighborhood eats fear. 

  

  

                        

Mothers are getting // handcuffed & harassed. Homes are being 

            Crushed [like cigarette butts]. Everyone I know 

  

Hates the racist police & wants a revolution. // But we seldom 

            Aim the gun... Have you heard // how the bullets 

  

Sing their anthem // throughout the body?? // It sounds like 

            God shutting the door— Bang. Bang. 

  

  

                        

When it’s dinnertime in heaven [& your officer’s knocking] 

            Ignore him sister— let the door bruise. 

  

[Let the bears devour our enemies]. We have no obligation 

            To open // ourselves // for those who do us harm 
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 JOS CHARLES 
 
from feeld  
 
I 
  

thees wite skirtes / & orang                                 
sweters     / i wont / inn the feedynge marte / 

wile mye vegetable partes bloome / 
inn the commen waye /   a grackel    
inn the guarden rooste /    the tall    

wymon wasching handes /                 
or eyeing turnups    

/ the sadened powres wee rub /             so economicalie / 
inn 1 virsion off thynges / 
alarum is mye nayme 
                           / unkempt & handeld 
i am hors / 
i am sadeld /      i am a brokn hors 
 
 
II 
 
                  the bit provydes 
                  its hors / the rocke 
                  provyded a boye 
blessynge gode / i wantd 1 
       secrete but fore the rod 
       inn this / mye longish throte / i kno 
       no new waye / 2 speech 
       this / the powre off lyons 
 
 
III 
  
 tonite i wuld luv to rite the mothe inn the guarden / 
2  greev   it   /   &   as   a   mater   off  forme  /   did   u   kno  not a monthe  
goes bye  /  a tran i kno doesnt dye  /  just  shye   off   27   /   its  
dye  /  just  shye   off   27   /   its   such   a   plesure   to   b   alive   /  inn  this  trembled  
soot  /  u  lent  /  shock  is  a  struktured  responce  /  a  whord  lost  inn  the  mouthe  of
f keepers  /  &  u thum at the mothe  /  a dozen 
bes  / i  tetherred  thees  nites  /  i  gathred  so  manie  treees 
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EDUARDO C. CORRAL  
 
To a Straight Man 
 

All zodiac all  
radar your voice 

I carried it 
across the Atlantic 

to Barcelona 
I photographed 

cathedrals 
cacti mosaic 

salamanders 
I even photo- 

graphed my lust 
always 

your voice skimming 
a woman’s skin 

mattress springs 
so noisy so birdlike 

you filled her room 
with cages 

camera bright 
in my pocket map 

unfolding 
in my mind 

I explored a park 
leaves notched 

& enormous 
graffitied boulders 

then 
three men 
  

tall & clean 
closed in 

they broke open 
my body 

with their fists 
insufferable 

your red wool cap 
insufferable the way 

you walked 
away from me 

come back please 
the buttons 

on your jacket 
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are finches 
I wanted to yell 

as you vanished 
into a hotel 

to drink with 
your friends 

there was nothing 
more 

you could do 
after my attackers left 

before I got up 
I touched my face 

almost tenderly 
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Ally Ang 

Love Letter from My Vibrator 

honey, you’re a mess. 

I say this with all my love & affection: you’re a goddamn mess. 

I live by your bedside. I see everything 

that goes on between those sheets. 

how many times have you fucked a man 

who doesn’t make you cum 

only to reach for me as soon as he leaves? how many times 

have you pressed my silicone mouth 

to the heartbeat of your cunt, knowing that no one else 

could satisfy you like I can? 

baby, I’ve been there for you 

through it all: heartbreak, loneliness 

relationships & one-night stands 

& you come back to me every time. 

deep down, you know I love you better 

than any man ever could, because my purpose 

is your gratification 

& nothing else. I spring to life 

when you turn me on, for no other reason 

than to serve. I deliver pleasure 

at your command. 

what more could you ask for? 
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Arisa White 
 
On the plane I get so much ass  
 
 
rubbed on me.  My shoulder 
shoulders the brief weight 
of the attendant’s hips, 
all the men’s packages a cock undiesel 
down this aisle, walkers lean right 
and this is not political. 
The ones by the window, 
the ones in the middle,  
apologize for their bladders, 
ask to be freed from the row— 
I’m startled by their perfected womanhood. 
That obedience to being small when filled to capacity— 
passive polite to remove me from this C,  
and I open like a door: in single ladies file, 
the mother of two and woman two-nips-turvy,  
shuffle on tiptoes, sucking in their butts and cups.  
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Richard Blanco 

Killing Mark 

His plane went down over Los Angeles 
last week (again), or was it Long Island? 
Boxer shorts, hair gel, his toothbrush 
washed up on the shore at New Haven, 
but his body never recovered, I feared. 

Monday, he cut off his leg chain sawing- 
bled to death slowly while I was shopping 
for a new lamp, never heard my messages 
on his cell phone: Where are you? Call me! 
I told him to be careful. He never listens. 

Tonight, fifteen minutes late, I’m sure 
he’s hit a moose on Route 26, but maybe 
he survived, someone from the hospital 
will call me, give me his room number. 
I’ll bring his pajamas, some magazines. 

5:25: still no phone call, voice mail full. 
I turn on the news, wait for the report: 
flashes of moose blood, his car mangled, 
as I buzz around the bedroom dusting 
the furniture, sorting the sock drawer. 

Did someone knock? I’m expecting 
the sheriff by six o’clock.  Mr. Blanco, 
I’m afraid . . .he’ll say, hand me a Ziploc 
with his wallet, sunglasses, wristwatch. 
I’ll invite him in, make some coffee. 
 
6:25: I’ll have to call his mom, explain, 
arrange to fly the body back. Do I have 
enough garbage bags for his clothes? 
I should keep his ties--but his shoes? 
Order flowers--roses--white or red? 
 
By seven-thirty I’m taking mental notes 
for his eulogy, suddenly adorning all 
I’ve hated, ten years worth of nose hairs 
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in the sink, of lost car keys, of chewing 
too loud and hogging the bed sheets, 

when Joey yowls, ears to the sound 
of footsteps up the drive, and darts 
to the doorway, I follow with a scowl: 
Where the hell were you? Couldn’t call? 
Translation: I die each time I kill you. 
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Sahar Riaz  
 
 
Do you want to get to know me 
 
or the person whose body I wear? 
Smiling like everyone else, 
holding inside the charcoal  
of sorrow 
 
All day I wait to come home 
hang those curves in a hanger 
change into my pants and t-shirt 
tie my hair up in a bun, 
smoke a joint 
 
All day I wait for the night to come 
so I can wipe off this mask, 
reveal something real, 
if only to myself 
 
I know 3 a.m. like the back of my hand 
 
As the hours go by I wonder why 
this hurts the most—in a world 
where you’re shunned for being too fat 
too smart, where you’re gunned for 
a skin too dark or showing who you are 
where your wings are set on fire 
for flying too close to the sun 
 
How do I survive 
this scorching heat?  The word ‘normal’ 
is diamond-hard in the palm of my hand. 
 
Maybe we were never meant to live normally. 
Maybe that world will one day 
set fire to itself.  Maybe one day, 
we will shine like the millions of stars 
against a charcoal sky. 
 
 


